
 

Aaj Kaal is a well-known romantic comedy which revolves around two strangers, Aamir Khan and Deepika Padukone who fall
in love with each other. The movie was released on 8th July, 2010. There are three sequels to the movie that have been produced
called Aashiqui 2, Ae Dil Hai Mushkil and Tum Bin The movie tells the story of Aamir Khan who falls in love with Deepika
Padukone. Both of them are total strangers before the film begins so there is no romantic background between them to start
their relationship. The movie begins with Aamir and Deepika meeting for the first time on a flight. They get to know each other
and there is a little bit of bump and grind and the movie ends on a happy note. Even if it did not have an amazing plot, Aaj Kaal
was able to capture the hearts of the viewers due to the common aspects of young love between both Aamir Khan and Deepika
Padukone in this film. Both are in their late 20s, are single & are not willing to settle down yet because they are still looking for
Mr. or Ms. Perfect. The film was directed by Sabbir Khan and produced by T-Series Pictures. It also features music composed
by Pritam Chakraborty.

Aaj Kaal (film) has collected nett up to ₹16.00 crore at India box office as of its first week, even beats the first week collection
of Dhoom 3 & Gori Tere Pyaar Ki as far as satellite rights are concerned. Aaj Kaal opened on the same day as new release film,
"Swades". In Kerala, Aaj Kaal collected ₹ 5. 0 million as of its first week. The film was a success at the box office, as it has
emerged as the seventh highest-grossing Bollywood film of 2010, with a total gross collection of ₹55.0 million. The music of
this movie is also a hit and got several awards for Best Music Direction and Best Female Playback Singer. "Aaj Kaal" received
mixed reviews from critics. Taran Adarsh from "Bollywood Hungama" rated the film 3/5 saying, ""Aaj Kaal" isn't your typical
love story...The idea is unusual but undoubtedly fresh". Subhash K. Jha from "Times of India" gave 2 stars and said, "For this
film's debutant director Sabbir Khan and the star-cast Aamir and Deepika (shared screen space for the first time), it is a straight
forward romantic comedy. While the performances of its leads are impressive, Aaj Kaaal remains a bit flat. On an overall
measure, it is just passable". Raja Sen from Rediff rated 1/5 saying that "Aaj Kaal has enough potential to be a big blockbuster
but the foul language, too much vulgarity and overacting spoil its chances".
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